Suppose M is a 2-manifold and X is a compact polyhedron. Let E (X, M) denote the space of embeddings of X into M with the compact-open topology and let K(X, M) denote the hyperspace of copies of X embedded in M with the Fréchet topology. In this paper we show that the natural map
Introduction
This paper is a continuation of study of homeomorphism groups of 2-manifolds and related topics [6] [7] [8] . In this paper we investigate relations between embedding spaces and hyperspaces of polyhedra in 2-manifolds.
Suppose Z = (Z, d) is a metric space and X is a compact subset of Z. Let H(X) denote the group of homeomorphisms of X onto itself and let E(X, Z) denote the space of embeddings f : X → Z. The group H(X) acts on E(X, Z) by right composition and this action preserves the fibers of π .
Sakai [4] studied the case where X is an arc I and Z is a graph G and showed that the map π : E(I, G) → K(I, G) is a principal bundle with fiber H(I ), where the Fréchet topology coincides with the usual Vietoris topology induced from the Hausdorff metric. In this paper we study a similar problem in the case where Z is a 2-manifold. Theorem 1.1. Suppose M is a 2-manifold and X is a compact polyhedron embedded in M. Professor E. Shchepin suggested that Corollary 1.2 has an application to the "Bundle problem" in the case of 2-manifold fiber [3, Problem 2.4, p. 248], [1] . The author would like to thank him for this comment. In a succeeding paper we will study the homotopy types of the space K(X, M). Theorem 1.1 means that any copy of X which is sufficiently close to X admits a canonical parametrization by X. Since every graph can be decomposed into arc edges and circle edges, we first verify the case of arcs and circles in Section 2. Here we apply the conformal mapping theorem and related results in complex function theory [2, 5] 
Then there exists an open neighborhood
U of X in K(X, M) and a map F : U → E(X, M) such that π • F = id U and F (X) = id X . Theorem 1.1 implies that each point of K(X, M) has an open neighborhood U with a section F : U → E(X, M) of the map π , which induces an H(X)-equivariant trivialization ϕ : U × H(X) ∼ = π −1 (U), ϕ(Y, h) = F (Y )h (ϕ −1 (f ) = (π(f ), F (π(f )) −1 f )
Parametrization of arcs and circles
When we work on the complex plane C, we use the following notations: For z ∈ C and r > 0,
For 0 < r < s, A(r, s) = {x ∈ C: r |x| s}.
Arcs in an open disk
Suppose D is a closed disk and α is an arc in Int D.
In the verification of 
is a conformal map and h(2) = 2. Furthermore, the map h satisfies the following conditions: (i) h maps C(2) homeomorphically onto C(2) (hence h(C(r)) = β), and (ii) there exists a unique pair of pointsũ =ũ(β),ṽ =ṽ(β) in C(r) such that h(ũ), h(ṽ)
are the end points of β and h maps two circular arcs in C(r) with end pointsũ,ṽ homeomorphically onto β.
A sequence of compact subsets X n in a metric space (Z, d) is said to be uniformly locally connected [2, §2.2, p. 22] if for each ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that for any n 1 and any x, y ∈ X n with d(x, y) < δ there exists a connected subset A of X n such that x, y ∈ A and diam A < ε. Note that if X is a locally connected compactum and a sequence Y n (n 1) converges to Y in K(X, Z), then Y n (n 1) is uniformly locally connected. Therefore, Lemma 2.2 can be verified by the same argument as in [6, Lemma 2.3] . (2)) and ε > 0 be given. Let B(β) = {u 1 , u 2 } and choose disjoint open neighborhoods U i of ψ β (u i ) (i = 1, 2) in O(2) and disjoint closed 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. First we show that the function
K(α, O(2)) β → B(β) ∈ K({±1}, C(1)) is continuous. Let β ∈ K(α, Oneighborhoods A i of u i in C(1) such that A i ⊂ N(u i , ε) and ψ β (A i ) ⊂ U i (i = 1, 2). Set K = C(1) \ (A 1 ∪ A 2 ) and take δ > 0 such that N(ψ β (A i ), δ) ⊂ U i (i = 1, 2) and N(ψ β (K), δ) ∩ N(ψ β (u i ), δ) = ∅ (i = 1, 2). Since γ → ψ γ is continuous, there exists a neighborhood U of β in K(α, O(2)) such that for each γ in U (i) ψ β and ψ γ are δ-close and (ii) ρ(γ , β) < δ. Then (i) implies that ψ γ (K) ⊂ N(ψ β (K), δ) and ψ γ (A i ) ⊂ U i (i = 1, 2),
and (ii) implies that one end point of γ is in N(ψ β (u 1 ), δ) and another is in N(ψ β (u 2 ), δ). Hence by the definition of B(γ ) it follows that B(γ ) ⊂ A 1 ∪ A 2 and B(γ ) meets both A 1 and A 2 , thus B(γ ) ⊂ N ρ (B(β), ε).
We fix a labeling B(α) = {u(α), v(α)} and choose small neighborhoods U and V of u(α) and v(α), respectively, in C(1). If we choose a small neighborhood U of α in K(α, O(2)), then for each β ∈ U we have a unique labeling B(β) = {u(β), v(β)} such that u(β) ∈ U and v(β) ∈ V . It follows that the functions u, v : U → C(1) are continuous. As indicated in Fig. 1 , we choose a boundary point z 0 of U , and for each β ∈ U we represent as u(β) = z 0 e iθ β , v(β) = z 0 e iτ β and define a path c β in
Circles in an annulus
First we introduce some notations: Suppose (Z, d) is a metric space and N ρ ((X, K) , ε) denotes the ε-neighborhood with respect to this metric.
Suppose A is an annulus and α is a center (essential) circle in Int A.
Proposition 2.2. (1) There exists an open neighborhood
Since each Jordan curve in C has an annulus neighborhood, we can work on C. We will use the following facts: Lemma 2.3.
(1) Suppose C is a Jordan curve in C, D is the disk bounded by C and w is a point in (C, w) and (C n , w n ) (n 1) are pairs as in (1) . If (i) the sequence C n is uniformly locally connected and converges to C in the Hausdorff metric, and (ii) w n → w (n → ∞), then the maps f (C n ,w n ) converges uniformly to f (C,w) in
Lemma 2.4. (1) Suppose C is a Jordan curve in C, x ∈ C, D is the disk bounded by C and w is a point in Int C. Then there exists a unique homeomorphism f = f (C,w,x) : D(1) ∼ = D such that (i) f maps O(1) conformally onto Int C and (ii) f (0) = w and f (1) = x. (2) Suppose (C, w, x), (C n , w n , x n ) (n 1) are triples as in (1). If (i) the sequence C n is uniformly locally connected and converges to C in the Hausdorff metric, and
(ii) w n → w, x n → x (n → ∞), then the maps f (C n ,w n ,x n ) converges uniformly to f (C,w,x) in C(D(1), C).
As for references of these lemmas, we refer to [2, Riemann Mapping Theorem ( §1.2, p. 4), Theorem 2.6, Corollary 2.7 and its proof, and §1. The statement (2) can be verified similarly by using Lemma 2.4. ✷
Circles in a Möbius band
Suppose M is a Möbius band and α is a center circle in Int M.
Proposition 2.3. (1) There exists an open neighborhood U of α in K(α, M) and a map
Proof. Then there exist a λ-homeomorphism f : β → γ and a µ-homotopy f t : β → M from id β to f . We can lift f t to a homotopyf t :β → A from idβ to a liftf of f . By the choice of µ,f t is a ν-homotopy andf :β ∼ =γ is a ν-homeomorphism so that ρ(β,γ ) < ν as required.
By Proposition 2.2(1) we have a neighborhood V ofα in K(α, A) and a mapg :
The function U β → z β ∈ C(1) is continuous. To see this, let β ∈ U and ε > 0 be given. Represent as z β = e iθ β (0 < θ β < 2π ) and define a map g : e iθ β t ) ). Finally the desired map F can be defined by F (β) = g(β)g(α) −1 (cf. Fig. 2) .
The statement (2) can be verified by a similar argument. ✷
Proof of Theorem 1.1
A finite graph G is a compact 1-dimensional polyhedron. Let R(G) denote the set of points of G which have a neighborhood homeomorphic to R, and set 
(2) When dim X = 2, consider a 1-dimensional subpolyhedron X 1 = {x ∈ X | x does not have any neighborhood homeomorphic to R 2 }, the non-2-manifold set of X. Note that N ρ (X 1 , ε) ) and f (X 1 ) = id X 1 . We may assume that Im f ⊂ V. Therefore, if Y ∈ N ρ (X, ε) then Y 1 ∈ N ρ (X 1 , ε) and we obtain ϕ Y ≡ ϕ(f (Y 1 )) ∈ H(M).
Next we note that the 2-manifold X \ X 1 is a finite union of connected components 
